Hi Blue Jays!
The weather is getting warmer and we have been talking about the change in temperature during circle time. We look out the window and talk about how warm, windy, or cold it felt outside on our way to school. We have been finishing puzzles as a small group, which helps us work as a team while learning how to sort shapes. Our new favorite centers are the Construction Center and Science Center! Every day, we build a structure with wooden blocks which helps us learn more about distance in measurement and how to balance out weight to keep our blocks from falling.

These are our new March Goals:

1. Listening Ears - We will be playing the game telephone. We will be practicing our listening ears using different voice volumes. Because we have indoor and outdoor voices to share!
2. Checking in our friends - We are a small group of friends who love to play together. Sometimes we have to stop and check-in and say, "Are you okay?" Recognizing our emotions and seeing them in our friends create teamwork, practices empathy, and voice our opinions! We all have voices to be heard and shared!
3. I-SPY Theme. We love to walk around the classroom with a magnifying glass to point out the items that we see directly in our line of vision. I-SPY will combine two of our senses: sight and hearing, to seek out our favorite items in the classroom!

See You Next Time!
MISS. WILLOW